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School Comes Together For Fall Musical

all eyes on
'Rizzo' Performer Wins Legacy Robe

While singing Betty Rizzo�s solo, �There Are Worse Things I Could Do� Nov.
18, Isabella Dorrington (Rizzo) belts the last note in the song. Senior Daniel
McGurn (Kinickie) catches Dorrington (Rizzo) Nov. 19 as they act out a
scene. �Grease� was Dorrington�s seventh theater performance. �It made
me rethink what I want to do in the future with theater because I didn't
think it touched so many people,� Dorrington said. // Photos by Humberto
Bermudez and Taylor Le

While teasingly placing her finger on senior Andrew
Mangold�s (Danny) face, senior Isabella Dorrington
(Rizzo) sings �Sandra Dee� with seniors Claire
Swiss, Katheryn Holloway and Allison Loar (Pink
Ladies) watching Nov. 18. In the end, the cast
worked well together. "I think as a whole, the cast
meshed well together," Mangold said. "I saw how
they reflected their characters really well." // Photo
by Humberto Bermudez

Lead Performs With Injury

motions with my feet,�
Mangold said. �And they     

would be able to sit down.� //
Photo by Ally Osborn

While playing football, senior Andrew
Mangold (Danny), tore his left ACL

\i before the musical. With help
from from teacher and choreographer
N Natalie Moyer, Mangold was
c able to dance and perform even
dd with an injury. "They made my
cg choreography have less

dancing with a

made some scenes where I

Before the performance, freshman Brooklynn
Parker puts on the finishing touches of her makeup
Nov. 19. Parker was a member of the ensemble.
"The people and the atmosphere are so fun," Parker
said. "It's a really good environment." // Photo by
McKenna Dubes

At the beginning of the show, senior Lillian Rayl
(Patty) and sophomore Blake Pfannes (Eugene) sit
together. It was Rayl's first school theater
performance. "I was excited, and I liked my part,�
Rayl said. �We had an amazing cast. We all just
pulled together and performed well." // Photo by
Humberto Bermudez

Laughing during a scene, seniors Daniel McGurn
and Mathew Webb, junior Lucas VanKeirsbilck and
sophomore George Baker play the T-Birds Nov. 18.
Webb said many students have seen the movie
version of the show, so it felt natural to perform.
�Out of all the performances I have done here, this
has to be my favorite,� Webb said. �The character
felt so me.� // Photo by Humberto Bermudez

The highest honor for a
musical performance went to
senior Isabella Dorrington for
her role as Rizzo. Alumni
Mackenzi Mason gave the
legacy robe for �Grease� to
Dorrington after her 2019 win
for �Little Shop of Horrors.�

Theater teacher Danielle
Trebus said Dorrington took on
a leadership role.

�She went out of her way to
make sure everyone was
included and everything was
done,� Trebus said. �Her
contribution was enormous.�
    Dorrington was put in charge
of giving the leadership robe to
the next musical cast member
who earns it. // Written by
Fatima Abu

While performing the last scene Nov. 16, the cast
dances to, �You�re The One That I Want.� Theater
teacher Danielle Trebus said musical attendance broke
records. "The whole community just rose and came
back," Trebus said. // Photo by Kaylee Miller

During the finale Nov. 19, seniors Shelbie Caldwell
(Sandy) and Andrew Mangold (Danny) kiss, as the
ensemble finishes, �You�re The One That I Want." The
finale required a quick costume change for Caldwell.
�Everyone in the cast gave their all and did such a
great job,� Caldwell said. // Photo by Taylor Le


